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Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated is providing this information to you for discussion purposes. The materials do not contemplate or relate to a future issuance of municipal securities. Baird is not recommending that you 
take any action, and this information is not intended to be regarded as “advice” within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or the rules thereunder.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This session will help you develop effective strategies and tactics to avoid jargon, clear up misunderstandings, and effectively reach a variety of audiences as you communicate important fiscal information.



Objectives

Recognize when and where school finance communication 
occurs

Select two effective communication strategies you can 
implement in your business office

Identify common causes of school finance misunderstandings 
and describe one strategy to anticipate and clarify
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When and Where Are We Communicating?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where: Everywhere!Consider the platform – some conversations better in person vs. on the phone, etc.Consider, then, HOW – virtual setting may change thisAll year – “teachable moments” and communication opportunities occur all yearWhat:State formulasBudget development and performanceCommunicating the unknownsCommunicating the changesOther?
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Why Are We Communicating?

Most people trust their emotions over fact!

This is difficult and 
challenging stuff to 

understand

People are affected by 
this

People want to know or 
may not want to know, 
but they should know

If you do not 
communicate it, people 

will write their own 
narratives
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Relevant in today’s state and federal coverageIf you don’t communicate it… bullet: loop in current situation with stakeholders creating and communicating their own narratives



How Are We Communicating?

Staying focused on your “why”

Educational 
Opportunities 

for Kids

Levy/Mill 
Rate

Budget
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connect communications to strategic plan



How Are We Communicating?
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How Are We Communicating?

Be aware of acronyms!

ADJUST MESSAGE TO STAKEHOLDER GROUP
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The amount and type of communication can change based on stakeholder experience, knowledge and current eventsAdapt and change – review “what’s always been done” to make sure it’s still applicable to today



How Are We Communicating?

RELATE TO PERSONAL EXPERIENCES 

20xx 
Surplus/Deficit 

Calculation
$44,445,707 Revenues

- $43,781,793 Expenditures
$663,914 Surplus

That’s A 
LOT!

We could have had 
“x” and “y”!

“… 1.5% variance… compare to being within 
$1,500 for an $100,000 home budget…”

They DO NOT 
know what 

they’re doing!

Teachable moment before year-end
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
compare to being within $1,200 for an $80,000 home budgetUse easy math - $1500 for a $100,000 home budget



How Are We Communicating?

USE DATA TO DRIVE DECISIONS

 Use comparator data
 Include historical and projected information
 Data and narratives can often tell two different stories
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is always a story behind what the data is showing



How Are We Communicating? 

BE TRANSPARENT

 Be proactive

 Prepare multiple scenarios

 Look forward

 Consider the long-term impact 
of your decision 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember the black and whiteYou can’t divorce the current year from future years“I’m not going to tell you these figures might change, I’m telling they will.” “These are our best estimates to date.”“Here’s what might change.” “Here’s the estimated  impact.”



How Are We Communicating?

LOOK THROUGH THEIR LENS
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s important to look through their lens – can turn blue in the face explaining fundamentals, but if you aren’t hitting on what’s important to them, you’ll both leave frustratedI hear you sayingAddress concept not person



How Are We Communicating?

BE PROACTIVE

Understand what 
the district needs 

(wants?)

Identify external 
variables

Create scenarios 
linking state 
variables to 

district-specific 
impacts

Communicate

Can include teachable moments
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How Are We Communicating?

ANTICIPATE POTENTIAL CHANGES

• What do they know?
• What do they care about?
• What do you want them to think or do?

Focus on three key messages:

• What is the "issue"?
• Why is it important?
• How does it impact them?

Or…

Your stakeholder group determines how these questions 
are answered and how the messages are shaped.
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Concepts – Revenue Limits

BUDGETING BASICS – REVENUE LIMIT

 Restricts amount a school district can levy to the community

 Based on a formula that uses residential enrollment

 Operational budget largely controlled by state calculations 
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Concepts – Revenue Limits

3%

97%

Revenue Limit

General Aids School RL Tax

Think of revenue limit as a pie…

 The limit itself is the outer 
“crust,” defining the size of the 
pie.

 There are two “fillings”; state 
aid and local taxes.  As one 
increases, the other decreases.
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School Formulas

Resident 
Membership $ per pupil

One-time 
(non-

recurring) 
exemptions

On-going 
(recurring) 
exemptions

Total 
Revenue 

Limit 
Authority

TOTAL REVENUE LIMIT AUTHORITY

BUDGETING BASICS – REVENUE LIMIT

BUDGETING BASICS – REVENUE LIMIT
Revenue Limit 

Authority
Equalization 

Aid

Allowable 
Limited 
Revenue 

(Revenue Limit 
Tax Levy)

Total 
School-

Based Tax 
Levy

Revenue Limit 
Tax Levy

Referendum 
Approved 
Debt Levy 
(Fund 39)

Community 
Service Tax 

Levy (Fund 80)

Prior Year Levy 
Chargeback 
and Other
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Concepts – Equalization Aid

• What might the 
reader glean?
“State Aid” = more   
to spend

• What is fact?
Equalization Aid =   
levy relief

“Remember, this does not 
give us more to spend, it, 
instead, decreases the 
school tax levy.”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You’re saying this all the time—during budget development, when the estimates come out, when you’re certifying the levy.  Would talking about tertiary, secondary, primary, etc. aid be helpful? “This could cause an increase in equalization aid; remember, this does not give us more to spend, it decreases the tax levy”



Concepts – Tax Levy

“In addition to changes in the school districts levy and mill rate, the 
individual taxpayers’ school levy impact can change year to year due to 
changes in assessed value, assessment ratio, resulting fair market value, 
and the school levy credit.”

Fair Market 
Value

School Levy 
Rate

School Levy 
Credit

Individuals’ 
School Levy

.00929125

A

A

C

C

D

D

B

B
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Concepts – Enrollment / FTE

Use words and/or incorporate teachable moments

Use terminology familiar to and comfortable for them:
• Part-time vs. 0.6 FTE
• Students we serve vs.

Use accurately in regular conversation

Show side-by-side
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“prorated for our part-time kiddos” vs. “counted at 0.6 FTE”



Time To Practice!

• What do they know?
• What do they care about?
• What do you want them to think or do?

Focus on three key messages:

• What is the "issue"?
• Why is it important?
• How does it impact them?

Or…
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Preparing to Present Information

Anticipate 
questions

Phone a 
friend

Do your 
homework

Practice Prioritize a 
response
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pull the tax billAre they a parent, grandparent?  Do you know enough about what the are asking about



When Presenting Information

 Relax and listen
 Make sure you understand the question – repeat it back or use phrases 

such as, “I hear you saying…”
 Ask thoughtful questions to gain clarification
 Answer in terms the audience will understand

• Consider using an example
 Know when to stop talking
 If you don’t know, say so

• Find the answer and follow up
 Invite others to co-present or present

• Adds perspective
• Supports message or recommendation
• Builds credibility 

PRESENTER CHECKLIST
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Invite them in for more in-depth review – use FC new board member as an example; Sarah may have one too?



Take Time to Reflect

Reflection

Activity/Presentation: _______________________________________________________

What went will and what would I like to continue?

What would I change for next time?

Notes for future success:
• How-to
• Artifacts
• Questions asked
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When done annually, it’s easy to forgetConsider both individual and with teammates
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Questions?



Important Disclosures
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated is providing this information to you for discussion purposes only. The 
information does not contemplate or relate to a future issuance of municipal securities. Baird is not 
recommending that you take any action, and this information is not intended to be regarded as “advice” within 
the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or the rules thereunder. In providing this 
information, Baird is not acting as an advisor to you and does not owe you a fiduciary duty pursuant to Section 
15B of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. You should discuss the information contained herein with any and all 
internal or external advisors and experts you deem appropriate before acting on the information.
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